CLINICAL LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS FOR
IMPROVED HEALTHCARE DELIVERY

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE AT THE SPEED OF DATA
TAGNOS solutions deliver healthcare teams smart insight to achieve operational efficiency with
applications that support OR and ED patient flow as well as asset, supply and temperature tracking.
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Real-time Location Systems (RTLS): Get an enterprise
view of assets, patients and staff in a single communication
and reporting platform.
AI/Machine Learning: The application of machine learning
delivers a system that continually updates and adjusts its
operational intelligence based on what’s happening in realtime, in combination with your historical records. Model
ED staffing levels to meet demand with TAGNOS patient
census and get accurate OR case length prediction to
optimize room turnover and increase surgical capacity.
Mobile Communication: Give front-line clinicians and
ancillary teams progress alerts of what’s going on and
what’s needed in real-time. Alerts and Workflow Escalations
are configurable with the TAGNOS app on any iOS, Android
or hospital grade smart phone, in addition to SMS.
Clinical Systems Integration: Integrate data from clinical
systems, including EHR, CPOE, LIS, RIS, and ADT systems to
deliver both predictive and real-time insight into functional
operations.

HOW IT WORKS: TAGNOS is the only company that’s developed an AI application that uses machine learning
combined with real-time data capturing capabilities to provide a system that continually updates and
adjusts its operational intelligence to provide sustained improvement.
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SaaS platform analyzes data from
clinical systems along with RTLS
tracking devices to provide the only
clinical logistics system that delivers
both advanced resource planning and
in-the-moment decision making.

Reduce Cycle Times in the OR and Procedural Areas

FASTER ROOM TURNOVERS
Coordinate staff efforts via real-time
alerts and updates.

ON-TIME STARTS
View patient and asset locations to limit
delays and start on-time.

ACCURATE SCHEDULING
Use predictive analytics to manage
case volume and length to optimize
time in the OR.

Improve Throughput in the Emergency Department

IMPROVE BED/ROOM TURNOVER
Orchestrate staff and patient
movements from check-in to discharge
with real-time alerts and updates.

REDUCE WAIT TIMES
Maintain more accurate staffing levels and
dispense assets quickly to minimize delays
that can impact length of stay (LOS).

INSIGHTFUL PATIENT-STAFF
INTERACTIONS
View into staff and patient movements
from arrival to registration, room and MD
ensures timely, proactive care.

Manage Assets, Supplies and Environmental Conditions

ASSET TRACKING
Monitor, track and find
medical equipment in realtime to reduce footsteps,
spend and improve par levels.

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY
MONITORING
Continuously monitor
sensitive items, including
medications and fluids, and
get customized alerts for outof-range situations.

SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
Automate your refill process
with TAGNOS’ Kanban module.

LAB SAMPLE TRACKING
Workflows are triggered as
samples move into specified
stages, with notifications and
delays delivered to appropriate
care team members.

HOW WE HELP
We deliver smart technology to assist staff, optimize operations and increase
satisfaction. We offer a simple, smart solution, tailored specifically to improve your
workflows and focused on simplicity. The sophisticated reports and easy-to-use mobile
app put accurate, actionable data in the hands of those delivering care.
We deliver solutions to better orchestrate the chaos of healthcare delivery. We’ll help
you get up to speed and take advantage of new technologies available to create a smart
hospital. We support both advanced resource planning and in-the-moment decisionmaking.
We understand each care setting has its own unique challenges. We bring a deep
understanding of the functional aspects of care delivery. We respect the multifaceted
tasks performed by clinical and ancillary care team members and recognize the
frustrations and goals of those who deliver exceptional care.

Get in touch to receive our TAGNOS Information Kit
or request a 1:1 briefing to see how we can help you
orchestrate excellence in care delivery for every patient,
every minute of every day. info.tagnos.com/learnmore
“Creating good patient flow is a fundamental part of

healthcare.... However, improvements and understanding of
this flow cannot occur without accurate information.... Staff
and management believe they know what occurs but actual
wait times, travel times and process times often differ from
people’s belief.”
Capturing High Quality Live Electronic Data Supports Performance Improvement,
June 25, 2018, David Belson, PhD, and Sanaz Massoumi, PhD, USC

“TAGNOS offers real-time visibility to patient flow and
provides data and metrics that can be used for performance
improvement purposes.”
Dr. David Belson, Professor
Industrial & Systems Engineering, USC
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